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Hi there, My real name is Lucia Fula but I prefer the name Luzia i say this because I was name after My Late Grandma luzia.I’m 16 years old and I love writing poems in my spare time. I also love singing and acting and dancing especially. I also love reading and beatboxing. I’m hyper, crazy, shy, quiet a lot, sometimes loud, soft and sometimes very hard. I’m very emotional aswell.

Anyways if you want to stay in contact with me these are the links:
My Twitter account is:
My Facebookpage is: Lucia Domingos Fula

THANK BLESS, PEACE AND ONE LOVE!
100% Albino

I’m black in the inside and I’m white in the outside. People call me black white sheep, some call me stupid and some say weird. Just because I have pale skin and my eyes don’t see clearly. It doesn’t make me any different than you. I’m still I do what humans do. So why treat me different?

Don’t you think it’s rude to treat me different just because I am what if my family are black and I turn out white? At least I know they love me for who I am and don’t hate me for coming out this way. So why treat me different when god made me this way?

Is it because I’m Albino?

I’m not stupid, I’m not disable, just cause I was born colour congenital doesn’t make me any different than the end of the day I’m still human and I could do many things that you can do too. I’m proud of what I am, because I’m special and unique.

I’m Albino and I am 100% proud of it.

By Lucia Domingos Fula

Lucia Domingos Fula
A Special Friend Named Shanel

This is dedicated to a friend, who is very close and special to me,

Shanel kamara
You are my friend, my sister and best peer that is true,
you always been there thru every moment that were good and bad,
even moments that were happy and sad.
You supported me when I was in tears,
And always offered a shoulder to lean on.

You always make me laugh and fill my heart with joy.
You always encourage me to do good things.

And your advice always teaches me something new.
Thank you for being so honest and faithful to me.
I thank GOD for giving me such a friend like you. I honour you. And I love you for who you are.
One more time I say thank you for being such a special friend to me.

Lucia Domingos Fula
All Because Of Me I Took It’s Soul

Somebody who should have been born
is gone.
My heart bleeds and the crime that I did bears me such shame, a beautiful, innocent
soul that I don't even know it’s name.
I didn't even say goodbye, I feel so selfish, so hurt.
Now I long to cradle you,
it's my only one wish.
I took the guilt and put you in the tomb
And made you a burden to my soul
Words can’t explain how I feel.
Taking it’s life away all cause of a little mistake
and I did not want to put into shame.
Somebody who should have been born
is gone, all because of me I took it’s soul.

By: Lucia fula

Lucia Domingos Fula
All By Myself

The days has been so long, yet so cold. Ever since you walked out that door, you never turned around to say goodbye. No more. You once made me feel like a queen. I never pictured that you'll drop me to the ground. Now I'm in misery. You took my pride and joy and left me empty. Like a ghost. I must of been crazy &extremely lazy for not listening to my heart. That said leave & advance. But I lied to myself & said no I still have a chance. But now, I'm here all alone.
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At Times I Wish......

At times I wish, I could just run and never come back. At times I think I wish I could be invisible or be in disguise. No matter what happens. I still have these feelings inside me and it is killing me softly.

All I want to do is close my eyes and pass peacefully. I see the pain I cause you, with every tear I shed. I beg you please let me go now! I’m tried of living this life. I’m tried of hurting myself and pretending that every thing is ok. When it’s not. I’m tried of waking up everyday thinking what I’m I doing here? I’m tried of seeing you get hurt by my actions., but before I go, Can I ask for your forgiveness? For you to set me free, and so I can pass in peace. It may seem ungrateful, but this life's not meant for me.

Thank you for all your love, for all the time we shared, It means the world to me, to know that someone cared. And was there for me. Good bye! We shall meet again some day!

By Lucia Domingos Fula

Lucia Domingos Fula
Avo, The Angel In Disguise

Avo to me you were an angel in disguise,
who taught me how to love and care and how to live life.
How to obey my to be grateful for living.
I always hear your voice
for real and not in my imagination.
I been missing you so much these days
Ever since you passed, my world is so empty.
There’s never a day when I don’t think about you.
Many People say time heals all wounds
that someday the pain will subside
But Avo I can tell you
I don’t think its working.
The emptiness I am feeling now
is strong and I am weak
These days go by without you
so deary and so bleak,
sometimes i wish i could turn back the time and tell you that i love you so much.
In my world of memories
I know you'll always be
for though you’re gone
from this mortal world
but in my heart you will always remain there.
I love you so much Avo.
R.I.P
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Be Happy!

Be Happy with what you have
Be happy with what you don't have
Be happy when you wake up everyday
Be happy that you are blessed
Be happy when you see the beauty of nature.
Be happy

Today's world wants you to enjoy its surrendering breath
Tomorrow's world wants you to enjoy its fulfilling breath.
Be happy in the evening with what you are.
Be happy with what you have today &
be happy with what you don't have tomorrow.
be happy whenever you can.
Cause life is short,
you can never tell the day of tomorrow.
By: Lucia Domingos  Fula
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Cancer Cannot Burn Anything But Us.

Cancer cannot burn love,
Cancer cannot even shatter hope.
It cannot corrode faith,
It can't take away peace.
It can't destroy your confidence
It can't kill friendship.
It cannot shut down memories,
It can't silence courage.
It can't invade the soul
It can't reduce eternal life
It can't quench the Spirits
it cannot burn or kill/take away anything but us

Lucia Domingos Fula
Disability

'This is a little something dedicated to parents and to who has not be ashamed of who you are beautiful inside and outside.'

I was born without legs
I was born without a voice
My mind may not function right
But it doesn’t mean I’m not human.
I may not get straight A’s
And yes it may take time for me to understand methods and questions
But that doesn’t make me any less than a person.
I was created this way, yet I do not complain.
I’m proud the way I am.
Yes it hurts sometimes but that’s the way life goes.
I’m disable. I was born this way. I won't change myself for anyone/anything.
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Do Not Ever Stop Believing

Don't ever be reluctant
to show your feelings.
Don't ever be afraid to try new things,
you might be surprised at the results.
Don't ever feel threatened by the future
take life one step at a time.
Don't ever feel guilty about the past
what's done is done.
Learn from any mistakes you have done.
For you can not go back in time and change it.
Don't ever forget that you can still achieve if you believe.
Don't stop Dreaming your dreams.

Having Faith is the key to success.
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Especially Made For You

I GIVE YOU THIS GIFT FOR YOU TO KEEP WITHIN YOU FOR THE REST OF YOUR LIFE, YOU HAVE BEEN MY FIRST AND ONLY MY ONLY CRUSH.

YOU HAVE BEEN THE BEST GIFT THAT GOD EVER GAVE ME YOU HAVE ALWAYS BEEN THERE WHENEVER I NEEDED YOU, YOU ARE THE PRINCE OF MY HEART, LIFE YOU ARE EVERYTHING THAT I DESIRE AND THAT IS WHY I GIVE YOU THIS GIIS GIFT THAT CONTAINS MY LOVE, MY HEART AND MY EVERYTHING THIS IS ESPECIALLY MADE FOR YOU WITH MY HEART, SOUL.

I LOVE YOU.
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Faith

Faith is wisdom and it is very powerful.
With calmness we start our aim
With personal faith we continue
With strong faith we score our goal.
Faith is the key to success, turning a dream to reality.
Faith and strong belief opens the door to everything.

Lucia Domingos Fula
Goodbye My Love!

Every time I wake up my mornings it doesn’t feel the same without you.  
Every time when I wake up I feel like something is missing and I feel empty.  
Every night I fall asleep  
I sleep in hopes of dreaming,  
that everything would be like it was before  
but I know it will never happen, because in reality you are gone and I know you  
will never come back.

I got to say loosing you was the hardest decision and moment in my life because  
you were my everything. You were the love of my life.  
Every night I’ll feel so lonely and empty without you beside my side.  
Even thought you’re gone,  
I still feel in my heart and my soul  
that you are mine and you belong to me.  
No matter where you are, no matter how far we are.

My days are getting older by the minute.  
My nights are getting restless.  
I will never stop thinking about that moment when I had to say goodbye,  
farewell.

That day is getting closer, the clock is ticking the time is coming.  
When we have to depart.

I just watch helpless, careless as you turn around to leave. Knowing that a part  
of me will die the day  
.I’ll let you go.

Good bye! Meu Amor!

By Lucia Domingos Fula
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I Love You

I never know what to say.
When I see your beautiful face,
With those bright hazel eyes.
I know that I am in heaven's grace.

I love the way you look at me,
your eyes so bright and hazel.
you are like an angel.
I love the way you kiss me,
your lips so soft and smooth.

I love the way you make me so happy,
and the ways you show you care.
I love the way you say, 'I Love You,'
And the way you're always there.

I love the way you touch me,
always sending chills down my spine.
I love that you are with me,
and glad that you are mine.
I love you
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I Miss You Tremendously

I never thought that I’m gonna miss you,
The friend I cherish and treasure like you.
I really never thought that I’m gonna miss you, But here I am feeling empty without you.
Every day I when I wake up I think of you and cannot stop missing you, More as time spreads open like a sea.
My pillow knows how much I long to kiss you,
As I must dream till you come back to me.I remember the days when we’re together,
We’re like Romeo and Juliet as beautiful lovers.
Hangin’ on the phone talking to each other,
But here I am now alone to suffer. thinking of you, I feel so weak without are my made my world go round,
You make me hear sweet sound.
You make my feet standing firm on the ground,
But here I am now, weak, empty missing you and so you ever come back to let me stand?
Is there a time for me to hold your hand?
I hope that time will come that I’ll never gonna miss you,
’Cos that time is the time I’ll say that... I Love You!
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J'Adore The Underground

Underground,
London is awake, the city is moving,
Business is created.
underground,
Love is in the air,
Children are born, one up, one down
London is buzzing.
Underground, underground,
People meet, chat, laugh,
Get acquainted, start walking
Passion is created.
Underground, underground
Take me around, show me all the places
That I haven't found.
Underground, take me to the airport
London is connected.
Underground, underground
Modern technology, old wisdom
Schools are open, universities are visited.
Underground, take me home, mind the gap,
you keep moving all seasons.
Underground without you, London is like sun without ammunition.
You keep London moving, motivated.
Underground, underground
J'adore you.
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Life Is A Teacher.

Life is a puzzle that challenges the master mind
Life is a struggle
Life is commitment
Life is a mystery
Life is a goal- achieve it
Life is a dream to fulfil.
Life is an opportunity
life is a vow, fulfil it.
Life is a duty, perform it
Life is a dangerous game, that we play,
The sun and the rain shows the pleasure and pain.
Life is full of questions
Life is full of intentions
Life is full of elations
celebrations
inspirations
relaxation
acceleration
Life’s a gift with the one you trust
Life’s a gift when you spend it with the one you love

Life is a teacher, the more we live the more we learn.


Accept it.
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Love You Just The Way You Are

Someone may love you because you are clever
Some may love you because you are true to them
someone may love you because you are wise
someone may love you for beauty or humour
Someone may love you for your inner beauty.
The fun in your heart or the light in your eyes.
But if there is one who discovers your failings
and love all the good and bad that is you.
They love you just the way you are.
This is the love that will last you together forever
this is the love that will always be true.
Till the end of time.

By: Lucia Domingos Fula
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Mama Africa

Oh what beauty you hold,
Where every country has a paradise dying to be discovered.
Oh mama Africa,
The land of diamond and gold,
Riches and beauty
It’s beautiful to see that our tradition still remains the same till the day of today.
Oh mama Africa,
How beautiful is it to see all your children are speared around the world
Investing and living in harmony,
Even thought we don’t have everything Mum, but we have peace.
Africa,
The continent that is shaped as a jigsaw puzzle with many lost treasures waiting to found.
Our Garden of Eden.
The land that God Loved and Blessed.
But Mama Africa,
We your children are not all worthy before you
So please unite us as one
For the year of today is suffering
We are killing our own blood
Hate has hit our land hard
Love is nowhere to be found
We are crying,
Dying
And also praying
For a brighter day.
Oh Mama
Can you hear us?
Can you see our tears of pain?
Mama, we need you.
Please hear us and be our backbone in this time of need. As this is the cry from your Africa
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Mummy I Love You

Mother you have been my rock since I was a baby, you been there for me. You stood beside me. Through the good and bad moments.

Thank you for being there.
Even at times I make you angry, but you never given up on me,

Even when I make the worst mistakes,
But I'm trying my hardest to improve,
you never neglected me.

I appreciate you so much and your advice.
Even though it doesn't always show,
I love you so much mamma.

I know at times I say hurtful things,
that makes you upset
But now I just want you to know,
I'll always be there for you.

Thank you for the things you say,
And do,

Though we may not say it,
Without you we couldn't live,
Because you are everything we have,

I know everyone says it,
But you truly are the greatest mum ever.
I'm glad I have a beautiful and wonderful mother like you,
To me your the best gift ever.
You catch me whenever I fall,
You'd never let me hit the ground,

Whenever I’m weak you make me strong,
Whenever I’m upset you wipe of my tears.

Thank you mamma for being the greatest part of ME.
Your my best friend mum,
And My world too
I love you mummy.
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My Identity

Look at me,

Tell me what you see

I have 2 identities.

Which is hard to my friends and family, I’m a different me. I have a secret identity,

Which may not describe me.

The secret identity that I have is deep inside my soul which is hard to find. I’m still searching hoping that I will find the complete f and I.
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O God, Hear My Pray

I kneel down today, to seek for your ear
As I need you to hear
What I’m about to say.
I kneel down today, begging for mercy
I know this is early
But I need it urgently.
The world is changing,
And I’m failing
I’m losing my way.
And I’m feeling gray.
I feel as if my life is about to end
And I can’t pretend,
I don’t know where I’m going next.
I’m starting to get vexed, cause I feel hell coming my way.
I don’t want to go hell,
Cause I’ll be locked up in a cell.
So God please hear me out
As I don’t intent to shout
Please find a place in your heart
Cause I don’t want to depart from you.
Forgive me, for I have sinned.
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Oh Sweet Heaven (Show Me...)

Heaven oh sweet heaven,
Where the eternal happiness,
Never expires.
Heaven, encompassing light
amongst each and other,
Singing and being peaceful.
Blowing kisses to one another.
Oh sweet heaven,

Let me breath heavenly air, feel heaven `s cloud
Oh precious heaven do not pass me by.
Show me everything that I desire to see,
Show me...

Where the Softest voices, silver pealing,
 freshest fragrances spirit-healing,
 Happy hymns around us stealing
 Show me the place where righteous ones live.
 Show me where the joy is
 Show me where perfection stands
 Show me the heavenly land of gold
 Show me where the love ones never get old

Show me where the angels sing and rejoice.
Show me sweet heaven.
Far beyond the brightest story.
The land of liberty.
Where the eternal peace sleeps.
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Peace

is not the imperfection-finder of the world. Peace is the error-mender of the world. Peace
is the dream-beauty of ancient dawns. Peace is the vision-dream-choice of modern noons. Peace Silences the nightmares of the mind. Peace feeds the dreams of the heart
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Seeking For You

Love, I can't sleep in my bed.
In my room
Love strange feeling,
Wild imagination,
love,
birds do it,
Humans
and so do animals.
Oh love you are the most unfinished food in the planet.
How mysterious you are u create such a warm feeling. You bring people from miles away together
You got the power to unite people together.  Love you make the strongest man and woman succumb.
How powerful are you love, how mysterious you are?
I wanna see the poison. You use, love I wanna see you
I want to see ur face,
how do you look like?
I want to know you & feel you.
Im looking for you
I need u in my room, I need you in my house and bed.
Love
I'm seeking for you.
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Some Friends In Our Lives.

Some friends come into our lives and quickly go.
Some friends come and trouble our life.
Some friends motivate our souls to dance.
They awaken us to new understanding with the passing whisper of their wisdom.
Some friends are like doves,
both beautiful and wise
Some Friends have fun with you.
Some Friends share
they’re glad when you’re happy
when you’re sad, they care.
Some friends are always there through your happy time and your deep and sorrow moments, there a shoulder to lean on.
Some friends make the sky more beautiful to gaze upon.
They stay in our lives for awhile, leave footprints on our hearts, and we are never the same.
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Take Control

Starting to get tired of being a man in the relationship. Coming up with everything. Stressing. I can't take it, yet you call yourself a man.

No.1: Fix yourself
No.2: Look at the mirror and leave that stupid ego aside
No.3: Learn how to speak to a woman, if you don't respect your mother well u might aswell marry yourself. Cause no woman would scoop so low to give you a discount. Cuteness doesn't buy loyalty neither does it buy marriage.

No.4: Stop praising yourself, you ain't ****.
No.5: Learn to respect yourself in order to gain respect.
No.6: Love yourself otherwise no one will love you.
No.7: Put yourself in someone else's shoe before you judge. By the way God didn't hire you to be his part time judge assistant. You're human, act like one. Imperfect.

No.8: Grow up, Man acting like you wear the dress in this relationship. Be mature about things and situations.
No.9: Learn to be positive, negativity isn't gonna get you anywhere. Accept change, it's good to change it healthy for the soul.

No.10: Be a leader, not a follower. Your friends shouldn't influence you all the time. At times say no. Also know that it's your relationship not theirs. Their opinion doesn't matter because we are not sharing the woman. I'm not their girl, I'm yours.

Note to you: When you have the woman you wished for, keep her up on her feet. Make her smile more often. Act as if you are still trying to get her. The way you use to before. A woman is a flower and she deserves to be watered right and grow beautiful and natural. Without you watering it, it will die. No attention she will lose interest.
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The Strength Of Sweetness

Sweetness
is the most powerful strength
Of the heart and mind.
Dignity surrenders to humility's sweetness
Sweetness purifies our heart.
With sweetness we conquer the world.
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The Structure Of Life.

There’s a time to be born, a time to die
A time to laugh, a time to eat
A time to cry, time to be quiet,
A time to love, time to hate.
A time to kiss, a time to date,
A time to love yourself again.
Time to know what path is right for you.
Time for you to know where you are going.
Time to go through the happy moments.
time to go through the bad moments.
so you can educate your child
how to live life.
As you get older, your mind gets wiser, you start knowing who you truly are.

Everything starts changing for the better, some change for the worst.
But just know that there comes a time you grow to an adult, you’re not a child.

Soon you’ll love someone, someone will love you.
Then comes a time when there’s a child but this time it’s not you.
And you will have to teach them the structure of life.
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Tis Season

This season,
Arguments will be rising,
Agreements disappearing,
Cliqués separating,
Enemies appearing.

Blood divorcing,
Horror striking,
Tears dropping
Leaves falling.

This season, this season of blood, sarcasm, sacrifices. Darkness will finally come in to light. The angels of darkness will shine out. The world would witness a new world order. Heavens gate shall open. Hell would break loose.
Mourning,
Poison,
Murder
mystery.
The time has now come..
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When Things Go Wrong

When things go wrong
and you think your beaten, you are.
If you like to win but think you can't,
It's almost a cinch you won't.
But if you change the way you think
and try to do what you always aimed for, you can.
For it is there inside you
All of the potential you need
To be whatever you want to be;
and all of the energy
To do whatever you want to though at times it may seem too
difficult to continue, but still hold on to your dream.
Just take life one step at a time
and continue working towards your dreams and within a blink of an eye, you will
wake up one day to find
That you are the person you've always dreamed of,
Doing what you wanted to do,
Simply because you had the courage
To believe in your potential
And to hold on to your dream.
But remember that it all depends on you,
so work to make your dreams come true.

Peace and Love,
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Why I Love My Sister!

this is dedicated to my sister Joana fula.

I love my sister because she is crazy, hyper, funny, I love my sister because no matter what she is always there for me. She is a friend that helps me in my difficult times. Her comforting words are worth much more than dimes for me she is a blessing, who fills my heart with love and joy. A companion to who I can express my feelings, Whether I am having my ups or downs, She always helps me with a smile and never frowns. Having a sister for me is not just a trend, It's a blessing & knowing that I can always turn to her, my best friend.

I love you Joana Fula
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You Are My Candle

You are my candle, my love!
You are everything to me;
you are the lover of my life!
You are the moon and I’m the stars!
You are everything that I desire.
You are my destiny.
You are my past, present and future.
You are my sun my, everything! You are my Friend, Brother, Father, Sister, are
my family, my heart is all your to keep within you. Forever I will always be yours
and no-one can damage the love that I have for you. You are my soul and no
darkness can overcome to depart us. You are my raindropp and I am the sea.
I’m so proud that your mine and I’m yours. Every time I feel /touch you my
heart smiles and rejoices, but then at the same time its cries because I know
once that candle blows away I will never ever feel the same.
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